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between the lines // staffblog

STAFFBLOG

MySpace is your space
Here’s a cool link to add to your bookmarks:
www.myspace.com/usaauturn. Yep, U-TURN has a new MySpace
page (coming in December), complete with a tricked-out design
and tons of toys to play with online. We hope it will become a
one-stop-shop for all things U-TURN. But hey, if you don’t do
MySpace, don’t worry. You can always get the scoop by reading
the magazine, listening to the podcast, or e-mailing us your
comments and questions to uturn@usaa.com.
+ Posted by Editor Roger on Nov. 18, 2007, at 11:24AM | Comments (175) | TrackBack (6)

Trivial pursuits
In the Fall 2007 issue of U-TURN, we snuck this bit of trivia
into our 4-1-1 department (pg. 6): “Can you name a 15-letter
word that can be spelled without repeating any letter? We
know of two.” Well, U-TURN reader Melissa Yu came up with
three: uncopyrightable, dermatoglyphics, and misconjugatedly.
That last one is a word that the U-TURN staff didn’t even know
existed. E-mail us at uturn@usaa.com if you know what it means.
+ Posted by Editor Roger on Nov. 20, 2007, at 03:32PM | Comments (120) | TrackBack (2)

Citizens’ arrest
We received several letters about the Fall 2007 issue’s “Citizen
I.Q.” pop quiz (pg. 18), complaining about how difficult the
proposed new immigration test seems to be — even for students
who just took a high school civics class. Says Nicole Gresalfi,
17, of Maryland: “The test is ridiculous. I proudly call myself an
American, but I’m also not shy about admitting that off the top
of my head, I only knew the answer to 7 out of the 15 questions.
If a high school senior, born and raised in the United States,
can’t even get a 50 percent on this quiz, why should someone
from another country be required to?” We have to admit we took
the test and didn’t do much better than Nicole.
+ Posted by Editor Roger on Nov. 22, 2007, at 09:55PM | Comments (164) | TrackBack (5)

U-TURN for your ears
Our weekly podcast is well into its second year, and your
contributions continue to amaze us. Remember, all it takes
is a few minutes to call the U-TURN Podcast Hotline at
(877) 439-8763 to record your story as a simple voice-mail
message. You don’t need any fancy audio recording equipment,
just yourself and your well-organized thoughts. Submitting
creative and entertaining entries will put you in the running to
win a brand new, 80 gig iPod Classic (see pg. 24 for details).
While we award only four of these a year, we also give out iTunes®*
Gift Cards to anyone whose story makes it onto the podcast. And
don’t forget to download the free, weekly episodes from the iTunes
Music Store. While there, check out Episodes 39, 65 and 67 for
excellent examples of podcasts created by USAA members like you.
Ice skating at dusk in Todi,
Italy’s Piazza del Popolo.
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+ Posted by Editor Roger on Nov. 26, 2007, at 04:08PM | Comments (212) | TrackBack (3)

*iPod and iTunes are registered trademarks of Apple, Inc.
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The chance of
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YOUR $ QUESTION

of my parents’ garage
Q: How much will it cost to get my band out
e?
and on the way to earning fame and fortun
e than just the blood, sweat and tears you
A: Unfortunately, making it big will cost you mor
are, before you can enjoy the payoff of rockput into your music. No matter how talented you
to put a down payment on your future.
and-roll stardom, you’re probably going to have
to the Arctic and Satellite Kiss Goodnight —
U-TURN got insight from some experts — March
bands to getting professional gigs.
two bands who’ve made the move from garage
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You can’t rock without the right equipment. And though you probably already have the basics —
a couple guitars and a drum set — you probably need some upgrades to impress your soon-tobe-adoring fans.
“The trick is that you always want more than you really need,” says USAA member Brandon
Walden, lead guitarist for Satellite Kiss Goodnight. “It comes down to how much money you
have to spend.”
Really nice instruments can cost thousands. But your money may be better spent on quality
amps and microphones, Walden says. “You don’t need speakers that go to ‘11,’ but you’ll
want something that will play loud and clear in a small venue,” he says.
It’s equally important to have ample spare parts on hand, because your audience won’t
stick around if your show abruptly stops when you break a guitar string. “Our stuff breaks
all the time,” says USAA member Mike Sanzo, frontman for March to the Arctic. “We
always try to bring extra strings, straps, cables and drum sticks to a concert just in case.”
Money-Saving Tips:
>>If your band can’t afford new top-of-the-line upgrades, check out the used
equipment sold at local music stores. “You can get the exact same quality of a name
brand for a lot less money; we’re talking hundreds of dollars off,” March to the Arctic’s
Sanzo says.
>>Don’t buy cheap equipment. “It’s actually less expensive to pay more for
something that will last a long time than to get something cheap that you’ll have to
replace soon,” Sanzo says.

Studio time is expensive, but you need to have a good sample of your sound to circulate — both to
build up a fan base and to interest music venues in booking you for a gig. “The most important
thing any band can do is just get into a studio,” says March to the Arctic’s Sanzo. “Even if it’s just a
single, there has to be something out there of you.”
March to the Arctic spent $6,000 for 100 hours of studio time and 1,000 CDs to sell at their shows.
However, the band has been around awhile and they’d pooled their money together to make such a
big investment in their rock-and-roll future. And it’s ultimately paid off for them — they play at least
one paying gig a month.
You may not have that kind of dough, so your best alternative is to find a friend with mad soundmixing skills to record some songs for you digitally. And you can cut burning CDs from your budget
since uploading your music and distributing it through your MySpace page costs nothing.
“But even if you do record some tracks at home at first, if you’re serious about being a band,
eventually you’ll want to go into the studio,” says SKG’s Walden. “The sound quality is just so
much better. And everyone — your audience, agents, booking mangers — expects to hear a
professional-level recording.”
Money-Saving Tip:
>>Most up-and-coming local bands give away their CDs for free for promotion’s sake, but you
could charge a small fee for them to help recoup your studio costs, SKG’s Walden says.
UTURN@USAA.COM | WINTER 2007
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Adoring fans don’t just materialize out of thin air, so it’s important to spread the news and build buzz
cheaply. Use the Web. MySpace is free, and millions of potential listeners are eager to hear the latest
and greatest sounds. In fact, before everyone and their brothers started using it, MySpace was built with
bands in mind.
You don’t have to hire a Web designer because MySpace is easy to manipulate and maintain, says
SKG’s Walden. “And your friends and classmates will find you; all they need to know is your band’s
name,” he says.
At just a few cents a copy, printed fliers are also a must for any band promoting an upcoming show.
Both March to the Arctic and Satellite Kiss Goodnight cut costs further by dividing a standard
8 ½ by 11 sheet of paper into fourths and printing out postcard-sized notices. They can be stashed
in pockets better than full sheets. Of course, having a good street team — hopefully working for free
— is critical to getting the word out.
Both bands say they make T-shirts easily and cheaply enough with $5 blank shirts, a computer,
printer, and the timeless technology of iron-on transfers. (And, oh yeah, someone to iron them on.)
They give them out and sell them at concerts, but usually end up losing a little money on them.
Money-Saving Tip:
>>Enlist friends and family to man your street team and act as your setup crew to keep costs
down and spread the word about your awesomeness, March to the Arctic’s Sanzo says.

Unfortunately, landing your first concert may cost your crew some money. “Battle-of-the-bands” type shows
often require an entry fee. And other music venues may charge new acts like yours for stage time until you
prove you can draw a crowd. They’ll also want to listen to a demo of your music to make sure you’re:
a) good; and b) a good fit for their space.
Try booking your band at coffee shops and book stores instead of traditional concert venues. However,
they’ll expect an acoustic set — no cranked amps necessary.
If you do win gigs and gain some fame, don’t expect fortune. A paying gig may net your band $500, but
you’ll still have to split it — and cover your costs. That’s why members of even up-and-coming local bands
usually have day jobs.
“Most of us start off with the idea that we’re going to make all this money instantly,” says SKG’s Walden.
“But the truth is you’re going to spend more money than you make for a long time.”
March to the Arctic’s members all lifeguard to keep money in their pockets. “If we were trying to only
play music for a living, we’d be completely in debt,” says March to the Arctic’s Sanzo. “But because
we’ve worked hard, worked smart, and cut costs where we can, I’d call us a success even though
we’re not rolling in dough.”
Money-Saving Tips:
>>While the more people you have in your band means you’ll have to share more of the fame,
it also means you’ll have more to share the expenses. “We have five members in Satellite Kiss
Goodnight, which turns out to be a big bonus,” says Walden. “There’s a huge difference between
spreading expenses five ways and splitting them just three.”
>>Get a band savings or checking account and deposit your earnings there. “We’d net $100
total from a show, and instead of giving everyone $20 — which they’d spend immediately —
we save it all for the band,” Walden says.
08
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MARCH TO
THE ARCTIC
March to the Arctic (formerly known as
Tophat) was a finalist in U-TURN’s Last
Band Standing contest in 2007. Find
out more about this eclectic, eccentric
rock quartet from Washington, D.C.
at myspace.com/marchtothearctic
and marchtothearctic.com.

SATELLITE KISS
GOODNIGHT
Also a Last Band Standing finalist,
Boston-based Satellite Kiss Goodnight
rocks hard and rocks often. Check out their
songs and find out more about them at
myspace.com/satellitekissgoodnight and
satellitekissgoodnight.com.

Listen to Satellite Kiss Goodnight’s Brandon Walden and
March to the Arctic’s Mike Sanzo – both USAA members –
discuss how their bands financed and finagled their way to
earning a little fame and fortune. Check out U-TURN’s weekly podcast,
Episode 78, downloadable for free from the iTunes* Music Store.

Want another way to taste rockstar fame and fortune? Plug
into GarageBandPlayoff.com,
where soon you’ll be able to
upload an original song and
compete in a battle-of-thebands-style showdown. Listeners
then decide your fate by voting
for their favorite songs, with a
pile of sweet prizes at stake for
everyone who participates.

*iTunes is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc.
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TEN ON TEN

I bought an Alpaca llama hat in Peru because
I thought it was very Peruvian. I still have it...
My friends love to “pet” it because it’s so soft!
— Caris Olander – 16, Arizona
Lava from Hawaii!
— Ida Duplantier,
17, Missouri

The most unusual souvenir
I’ve ever bought was a
boxing frog while I was in
Nogales, Mexico. However,
it’s not a frog carved out of
wood or anything, it was an
ACTUAL preserved frog!
— Kellie Hernandez,
18, Arizona

My little brother had never seen
hail before, and so after it hailed
while we were on vacation in
Florida, we brought back a piece
of it with us. It didn’t melt and
we kept it for weeks after.
— Amanda McElroy, 18, Louisiana

I collect dog statues
statues. I love dogs
dogs.
Wherever we go, I look for them. I have
bought them in Germany, Sicily, on the
Ponte Vecchio in Florence, and at antique
markets around Northern Italy.
— Anna Vallery, 16, Italy

A couple summers ago I traveled to Spain and visited the
Mediterranean sea. I happened to have a very pretty blue bottle
with me, so I filled it with seawater and took it home with me.
Now I have part of the Mediterranean with me all the time.
— Dana Olsen, 17, Georgia

Some poor Vietnamese boys
seemed very excited that I
would even consider buying
their handiwork — a simple
clay whistle. Every time I look
at that whistle I remember my
time in Vietnam and remind
myself how good I have it.
— Zoe Peters, 16, Georgia

My favorite souvenirs
are from my time living
in Africa, especially our
collection of hand-carved
wooden masks and
animals. We decorate
our house with them
every time we move so
we can take a bit of our
world travels with us
ere we go.
everywhere
— Mikaa Lawton,
ongolia
15, Mongolia

I went to Egypt but forgot to pick up a
rock from the site of the pyramids at
Giza. However, I did find a cool glass
imitation of the pyramids, complete with
a sphinx inside it. I keep it on my desk
where I do homework and work on my
laptop. — Teresa Nuar, 18, Virginia

I found a bleached turtle shell on a walk through the backyard forest
of my aunt and uncle’s house in Missouri. Every now and then I take
it out and try to imagine the creature that once lived inside of it.
— Anne James, 17, Nebraska
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REASON FOR LIVING OUTSIDE THE U.S.:
Age: 13, Country: Haiti

I was born in the U.S. but came to Haiti when I was two
months old. My father is a missionary. I go back to the
States for two months every year to visit relatives, but
I always come back to Haiti.

THE TWO MOST UNUSUAL THINGS ABOUT
LIVING IN HAITI: It seem like there are chickens
everywhere. We get most of our electricity from solar
panels, and sometimes we run out of power which
leaves us in the dark. I usually charge up my Game
Boy in the mornings when there is lots of sun.

I SPEND MY MONEY ON: DVDs, books, CDs
(including local
music), and comfortable
clothes such as shorts and cool dresses.
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SCHOOL IS: Different because it’s taught in
French and
, Haiti’s two ofﬁcial languages.
We start at 7:30 a.m. and ﬁnish by noon because
it gets too hot otherwise. It’s not unusual to
ﬁnd a lizard running loose in the classroom.
SOMETHING I’VE ACCOMPLISHED:
Learning how to speak
. I learned
by listening and playing with my friends.
Now, I’m starting to learn French as well.
I speak
better than my Mom and English
better than my Dad (who is originally from Haiti).

THE THINGS I MISS MOST ABOUT THE U.S.:
Fast food, chain restaurants, pizza, and donuts. We get
satellite TV here and we have to suffer through all the
restaurant commercials knowing we can’t eat at them!

WHAT PEOPLE SHOULD KNOW ABOUT
HAITI: Little things like a bar of soap or a pair
of socks can make a kid really happy here.

THE COOLEST THING ABOUT
LIVING IN GERMANY:

Age: 18, Country: Germany

“I wouldn’t trade
it for anything.”
REASON FOR LIVING OUTSIDE
THE U.S.: I have lived in Germany
for eight years. Originally,
my father was stationed at an
Air Force base here but then he
retired. He found a contract job
here because we loved it so much
that we wanted to stay.

Deﬁnitely the traveling. We have
gone to so many places: Italy,
Spain, France, Poland, Africa,
The Czech Republic, Slovakia,
Austria, Switzerland, and others.
Because the countries are all so
close together, it’s been an amazing
chance to see the world.

SCHOOL IS: Not that much
different, especially at a base
school. However, the schools are
smaller and instead of playing other
schools in the same state for sports
we get to travel to other countries.
I LIKE TO SPEND MY MONEY
ON: Any kind of shopping. The

similar to what’s in the U.S. As for
CDs, hip hop and R&B are huge here.
I also save up for cultural events
such as the Volksfest (city festival)
or Fasching (what Germany calls
the pre-Lent Carnival season).

SOMETHING I’VE LEARNED:
A little bit of German in elementary
school, that I’ve been able to use
it with some of my German friends.
I also learned Spanish in high
school, and that made it a lot easier
for me to make my way around when I
visited Spain.

LIFE OUTSIDE THE U.S.:
Has been one of the best things that
could have ever happened to me. I’ve
been able to learn and experience
all the cultures of Europe.

clothing trends here are very
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Age: 16, Country: Italy

REASON FOR LIVING OUTSIDE THE U.S.:

Five years ago, my dad got a job as an engineer on
the Army base in Vicenza. About a month later, we
moved and we’ve been living here ever since.

ITALIAN TEENAGERS SPEND THEIR MONEY ON:

Clothes! The boys like to wear tight pants and spike up
their hair with gel. They generally enjoy dressing up more
than most American boys. The girls also wear skinny jeans,
but also will “sag” their pants just like American boys do.

AN UNUSUAL CUSTOM THAT SURPRISED
ME: A break in the middle of the day called

.
All the stores close down for about 3-4 hours,
and everything just stops. It picks back up in the
afternoon. Because of this break, people don’t eat
dinner until later in the day, so restaurants don’t
start serving food until 7 p.m. or later. My family is
still always among the ﬁrst seated at restaurants.

THE COOLEST THING ABOUT LIVING IN ITALY:

The fact that I get to travel so much. There are countless
sightseeing spots in Italy, even though it isn’t a huge
country. I live about 45 minutes away from Venice, and
on weekends, my friends and I take the train and spend
the day there. The many school trips to Germany and all
over Italy have really opened my eyes to a whole new sense
of history and culture. With sports, we have to travel
to the other European bases, so we get to go to Rome,
Naples, Sigonella (Sicily), and Aviano, to name a few.

WHY MY LIFE HERE IS DIFFERENT: Though most

us!

of my friends are American, they come from military
families who have lived all over the world and have seen
and experienced a lot more than a typical teen. It seems
that every summer takes about half of your friends away,
but brings another group of students ready for a new
school. Italian students are pretty much like Americans,
although they have to pick a profession they want to study
right as they begin high school. Talk about pressure!
licio
te de
s qui

TWO THINGS I MISS ABOUT THE U.S.: The variety
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of food and shopping options. The Italian food is amazing
but it is the only food they seem to have. Every now and
then you will ﬁnd a Chinese restaurant, but there is
no Mexican food or Thai food, or any real variety like
there is in the States. Another thing I miss is going
to the stores in the States. Although the stores here
have some pretty cool clothes, they seem to be ﬁtted
differently and thus my online shopping addiction.
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REASON FOR LIVING OUTSIDE THE U.S.:
My father is in the Air Force and we’ve been stationed
in many different places, including Japan and the
United Kingdom. This is my ﬁrst time living in Korea,
and I’ve been here for nearly two years now.
1) Young women wearing really high heels everywhere.

orea
uth K

pride in their ancestry, and extended families live
together or at least close by. Family hierarchy is also
important, and the eldest in the house is considered
the wisest, and therefore makes most of the decisions.
It’s an ancient tradition still being used today.

y: So

AN IMPORTANT CULTURAL TRADITION IN SOUTH
KOREA: The closeness of families. They take great

untr

It’s crazy with all the walking we have to do, but
they pull it off well. 2) South Korean boy bands.
It’s fun to listen to because their music often
mixes in English with their own language.

o
17, C
Age:

TWO UNUSUAL POP CULTURE TRENDS:

A MUST-SEE PLACE: The DMZ (the demilitarized zone).
It’s amazing to see what separates South Korea from
North Korea, and the history behind it is fascinating.

WHEN IT COMES TO FOOD, SOUTH KOREA
IS RENOWNED FOR ITS: Unusual and intriguing
dishes, ranging from
(spicy cabbage) to fried
octopus. I like the local foods, but luckily there are
also many westernized restaurants to take comfort in.

THE ONE THING I MISS MOST ABOUT LIVING IN
THE U.S.: The clothes shopping. The proportions of
typical young South Korean women are a lot smaller
than typical American women. Adapting to life in South
Korea: It wasn’t as big a culture shock as when I moved
to Utah. I knew many people who lived in that state
their entire lives and never left it, except for maybe
to go on vacation to Idaho. Living abroad in so many
countries has shown me how big the world really is.

Age: 17, Country: Italy

life interactions. Now I can go to
restaurants and order what I want
in Italian, and I can hold a simple
teacher, and my dad works for the
Army Corps of Engineers. I’ve lived conversation with someone who doesn’t
in ﬁve different countries, and I’ve understand English or at least get
basic information that I need.
only lived in the U.S. for about 2 ½
years total since I was born.

REASON FOR LIVING OUTSIDE
THE U.S.: My mom is a DoDDS

me & my sibs

INITIAL DISCOMFORT
IN ADAPTING TO A NEW
COUNTRY: Walking around a big

UNUSUAL TRADITIONS I
DISCOVERED: Adult females

will greet you with a kiss on both
cheeks. And pepperoni pizza is pizza
city and not understanding anything with peppers on it. (For American
pepperoni, order salamino pizza.)
the people around you are saying.

THE COOLEST THING ABOUT
WAY TO FEEL MORE
COMFORTABLE: I studied Italian LIVING OUTSIDE THE U.S.: I’ve
for two years, and I got to apply
what I learned immediately in real-
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touring a castle

with my sister

the old pioneer towns, but nothing
can compare to being in a European
castle or one of the ancient Roman
amphitheaters.

HIGH SCHOOL IS DIFFERENT:
Mainly because it’s so small. We only
have about 300 people in the high
school. My graduating class will
only have about 30 members.

ITALIAN FOOD ISN’T THE SAME
AS IT IS IN THE U.S.: You haven’t
had real food until you’ve been to
European restaurants. Especially
Italian pizza, it’s the best in the world!

always liked the sights. In Colorado,
I went to Pikes Peak and saw some of

*iTunes is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc.
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My family, celebrati
ng

Age: 15, Country: Mongolia

REASON FOR LIVING OUTSIDE THE U.S.:

My dad works for the State Department as a
diplomat in Mongolia. His work has transferred
my family to a new place every two years.
Previously, we lived in Ghana, Africa.

MONGOLIAN TEENAGERS LOVE: American
fashion and music. They wear a lot of the same
brand names teenagers wear in the U.S. They
love
high-heeled boots. They add their own twist
by
wearing colors that match and clash, as well
as
unique, local accessories.
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL PLACE IN THE
COUNTRY: The mountains in Terelj, a few hours’

drive from the city of Ulaanbaatar. We went on
a trail
ride and we were able to see everything from the
top
of a tall hill. The sights from there are beauti
ful.

.
with a Mongolian family

A NEW TRADITION I WAS INTRODUCED TO:

The Mongolian lunar new year, called
.
It is a celebration of family, where everyone
from
youngest to oldest tries to get together.

THE COOLEST THING ABOUT LIVING IN
MONGOLIA: Riding some of the last truly
wild

horses in the world. I will carry that exper
ience
with me forever.

ONE THING I’VE LEARNED ABOUT
G
OUTSIDE THE U.S.: My internationalLIVIN
classmates

are a lot easier to get along with, and there’s
less
racism and cultural issues that cause proble
ms.
Kids for the most part are accepting of every
one’s
differences. However, life can be hard and lots
of people do suffer from poverty, disease and
starvation. People in the U.S. don’t realize
how
easy they have it.

Hear their adventures in
their own words on U-TURN’s
free weekly podcast,
available for download
at iTunes* Music Store.
Look for Episode 77.
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Interview by Rachel Bell, Photo by Kemp Davis

Arrick Peck,
16, Colorado

Sometimes skiers ask 16-year-old Arrick Peck for his autograph after
he carves gnarly turns in the powder at Colorado’s Sunlight Mountain
Resort. It’s no wonder. His red hair and mad skiing skills cause people to
mistake him for “The Flying Tomato” (a.k.a. Olympic snowboarder Shaun
White). But more often, skiers stop him to say thanks for keeping them
safe on the slopes.
That’s because Arrick has volunteered for two seasons at Sunlight
Mountain as a Young Adult Ski Patroller. The position combines his
passion for skiing with his budding interest in the medical field.
But before Arrick could put on the special red jacket reserved
for patrollers, he had to pass intensive coursework in emergency
procedures, ranging from accident triage to avalanche training. While he
volunteers primarily for the opportunity to help others, being a member
of the ski patrol also has perks: Arrick gets a free ski pass every season
and tons of experience to prepare him for a potential medical career.
U-TURN caught up with Arrick just before his third season on the slopes
to learn more about how he’s turned his hobby into a calling.
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U-TURN: How did you become a ski patroller?

U-TURN: Any expert advice for staying safe while skiing this winter?

Arrick: Living in Colorado, I got into skiing pretty early. One time, I broke my

Arrick: Wear a helmet, goggles, and a warm jacket and ski pants — not jeans.

arm and the ski patrol helped me out. They patched me up pretty well, and I

Jeans are usually made out of cotton, and when they get wet, they don’t dry

became friends with a ski patroller who told me about the program.

very well. On the mountain, you can get hypothermic, and that’s not fun. A
helmet is definitely a good idea, because if you crash you want to protect

U-TURN: What skills do you need to get into the program?

your head. Also, follow the rules of the mountain, including the “speed limit.”

Arrick: You have to be good enough to ski all of the runs so you can get to

Sometimes I clock people with a speed gun. And I’ve caught people going

anywhere people may be injured. Also, you have to be able to take injured

57 mph in the slow zone. It’s my job to warn them to slow down before they

people down the hill in toboggans. You have to be ready for and committed

hurt somebody.

to lots of training.
U-TURN: Did you ever think you’d get to turn skiing into a potential
U-TURN: What are some things they teach you to do on a rescue?

career? How did you make it a reality?

Arrick: Sometimes I’m sent out to find people, and I’m the first one on the

Arrick: Some of it was coincidence; I wanted

scene. When I get there, I have to make sure that a skier is actually hurt and

to see what the ski patrol was. It opens up

not just taking a breather on the snow. I also have to make sure other skiers

more doors, I think, and the medical

don’t run into us while I’m checking out the situation. Then I’m supposed to

profession is one of those doors. I’ve gotten

find all potential injuries. Sometimes people don’t realize how bad they’re

basic medical training, which is something

hurt. But if I think they’ve broken a leg or finger, I’m not supposed to tell them

that I may be interested in pursuing. It took

it’s broken. I’m not there to make a diagnosis; my main task is to keep them

a lot of work, so it was important not to lose

as calm as possible and pack them up so they can get to the hospital. I have

my motivation. It took me more than four

to bring the injured down in a toboggan that I drag behind myself as I ski.

months to get all my training done. My main

I try to make it a nice ride; I’ve learned how to do that.

motivation was wanting to help people out,
and to hear those thank yous from those

U-TURN: What are some worst-case scenarios you prepare for?

I’ve been able to help. And, you know, the

Arrick: Probably triage, which is multiple people in an accident. For instance,

chance to wear that red jacket.

let’s say some guy skied into a group of small kids. I have to be able to deal
with multiple injuries on multiple people and decide who needs attention

Hear Arrick’s story in his own words on U-TURN’s

first. If one person has a broken femur, I want to look at that before I deal

free weekly podcast, available for download at

with someone else’s broken finger.

iTunes Music Store. Look for Episode 75.

UTURN@USAA.COM | WINTER 2007
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WHICH ONE ARE YOU?

Who are you
kidding? You
would have spent
18 hours in line
last summer to
nab an iPhoneTM
if you had an
extra $500. But
in all honesty,
who has the
discipline to
save that much
money when
there are DVDs,
dance tickets
and grande
cappuccinos to
be purchased?
Maybe you do.
TAKE OUR QUIZ
to see if your
money style adds
up to spender
or saver.
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Pop.Quiz Instructions: Pretend it’s January 1, and you are starting this year with $750 in the bank (thanks
to some sweet cash donations this holiday season). Subtract or add from this savings with each question to
find out if you can fight the impulse to splurge. Record your progress on the right, based on each scenario:
1. As if January’s unpleasant weather wasn’t reason
enough, the rock bottom prices at post-holiday sales
practically mandate a trip to the mall. Once there you
can’t resist spending:
a. $25, for a sweater you’ve had your eye on since school
started. Your patience and savvy — you found an extra
5 percent off coupon online — were rewarded with a 75
percent savings.
b. $86, for a pair of jeans, two T-shirts and a hooded
sweatshirt. These never go out of style.
c. $142, for a new bathing suit, beach hat, and 2 pairs of
flip-flops. Hey, they may not have been on sale yet, but it’s
never too early to start thinking about the summer.

4. It’s the end-of-the-year dance, and you scored a date
with your chemistry class crush. You want to impress
your date by:
a. Creating an iTunes mix of your favorite songs — some of them
you had to download — that cost you $23.
b. Taking your date to a super swanky French restaurant for a
total of $60.
c. Spending $200 on a limo to take you and another couple to
and from the dance.
5. Ah, summer. As luck would have it, a major music
festival is rolling into town with plenty of big names as
well as a big ticket price. You:

2. A local youth group has organized an overnight ski trip.
Your parents agree to pick up the bulk of the trip, but you
have to pay for extras, which means:

a. Stay up all night waiting for the exact second tickets go on
sale at ticketmaster.com. It’s worth the $125 to hear Fall
Out Boy, Fergie, Justin Timberlake, Coldplay, Gwen Stefani,
Amy Winehouse and Kanye West on one day.

a. $15, for hot cocoa and snacks in the lodge. You borrowed
skis and a snow suit from a friend.

b. Invite your friends over and watch it on TV — as luck would
have it, the concert is being simulcast on cable for $29.99.

b. $55, for lunch and a snowboard rental. You couldn’t pass up
the opportunity to accidentally fall into your crush.

c. Put together a mega playlist from all the artists at the
megafest. You prefer the perfect studio recordings to
imperfect live music anyway. And, hey, it’s free.

c. $200, for food, rentals, and a new ski jacket. Sure, you haven’t
skied before, but you’ve gotta look good on the slopes.

Do the Math.
Use the tally sheet
below to keep track
of what you spend,
save, and earn.
$750
1. − $_______
= $_______
2. − $_______
= $_______
3. ± $_______
= $_______

3. Spring break arrived just in the nick of time. Your
plans include:

6. Your parents have given their blessing for your first cell
phone. The only catch: They’ll pay for basic service; you
have to pay for the phone.

a. Earning $175 babysitting your neighbor’s newborn
daughter. That’s $7 an hour for 25 hours.

a. No prob. You opt for the free phone option that at least rolls
texting into the basic service price.

b. Maintaining the financial status quo — that is, spending
and earning $0 — by lying on the couch watching reruns of
“Family Guy” and “Made.”

b. You can get last year’s cool (and slightly slower and less
feature-packed) model for just $49.99.

= $_______

c. You’re all about the latest, greatest gadgetry, and you’ll
spend $150 to be on the cutting edge.

6. − $_______

HOW MUCH DO
YOU HAVE LEFT?

c. Spending $75 going to the movies, out to eat with friends,
and then to more movies.

$0 or less. Being in the red means you spend money
faster than you bring it in. If you see something you
want, you buy it without a second thought. You’re not
so concerned with what DVDs, CDs, tickets or gadgets
are coming out later on — or if they’ll go on sale — you’d
rather score what’s hot now even at full price.

$1 to $300. Hey, you like to spend money, but chances
are you only spend what you have, and even have a little
left over from time to time. While you’re not an impulse
buyer, it doesn’t take much coaxing to get you to the mall.

4. − $_______
= $_______
5. − $_______

= $_______

$301-$700. You’re totally capable of saving up for
something you really want — like a cool phone or concert
tickets. And you likely always have some cash in reserve
if an emergency crops up — like landing a date with that
special someone who you never thought would say yes.

Write uturn@usaa.com
and tell us how you did.
We’ll choose one lucky
reader to receive an
iTunes* Gift Card.

$701 and up. You’re so good at saving money, you may
have figured out how to make extra cash off this quiz.
You always look for the best bargains. Saving money is a
great habit to have, but don’t be afraid to reward yourself
now and then for your discipline and hard work.

NOW MANAGE YOUR OWN MONEY @ MY.USAA.COM
MY.USAA.COM IS USAA’S WEB SITE
DESIGNED JUST FOR YOU. WITH YOUR
PARENTS’ PERMISSION YOU CAN:

UTURN@USAA.COM | WINTER 2007
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+ View your USAA accounts online,
+ Transfer money1 between USAA accounts at no charge,
+ Make check deposits2 from home using a scanner,
+ Select your own password and PIN, and
+ Get your USAA statements online3.

Disclaimer: 1) Transfers can only take
place between accounts where you are
an account joint holder. 2) You must
be qualified to use Deposit@HomeSM;
have your parents check usaa.com for
more details. 3) Your parents must first
enable USAA Documents Online to
allow you to have access.

*iPhone is a trademark, and iTunes is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc.
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COLLEGE KNOWLEDGE

In college, a full-time schedule averages about 14 to 16
credits. One credit usually equals one hour of class time
a week, and most classes equal three or four credits (or
three or four classes) per week. On the upside, a full-time
schedule means you’ll probably only have to take two or
three classes a day — a lot less than in high school where
it seems every moment of your time is planned out for you.
Even better, sometimes you can even schedule your classes so
you don’t have any on certain days.

Dorm life is not only about living with one or more roommates.
You’re also living with dozens or hundreds of nearby neighbors.
Expect to have regular dorm meetings led by your residence
hall advisor (codeword: RA) to discuss problems and suggest
solutions for cohabitating peacefully.
You don’t have to sling burgers
to earn spending money. You
may be able to find better
paying and perhaps more
appealing work on campus in
jobs ranging from library clerk
to lab assistant. On-campus
internships and work study
programs might also give you a
head start on your career.

Having a lot of time on
your hands doesn’t mean
it’s free time. It’ll fill up
quickly with homework,
studying, a part-time
job, chores, errands, and
other necessary stuff.

By Jessa Lauren Hollett
Only a couple classes each day. Cool!
Tons of time in between to make
friends and goof off. Awesome! OK,
stop right there. While life at college
might sound like party central,
responsibilities can pile up faster
than you might expect in a given
week. Here’s a peek inside a weekly
planner to give you a glimpse of
what your life as a freshman might
look like and what seemingly simple
schedule items really mean.
20
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In some courses, your
entire grade will hinge on a
couple of tests — usually a
mid-term and final — plus
some scattered homework
and group projects. Don’t
rejoice over the reduced
workload. If you don’t keep
all the due dates straight,
they can pile up and lead
to all-nighters and cram
sessions that could wreak
havoc on your grades and
sanity.

One way to stay ahead of your
coursework is to form study
groups. They are key when
everything is due and you’re
having trouble keeping up. Group
meetings can be impromptu and
informal, and are almost always
fueled by snacks. If two heads
are better than one, think of how
much better off you may be with
five or six classmates helping out.

UTURN@USAA.COM | WINTER 2007
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Becoming independent also means learning to pay for
unexpected expenses, and college has plenty of them.
Whether it’s a $20 fine for accidentally parking in a faculty
spot or an up-front fee for Greek pledging, you may feel the pain
in your own wallet. Important tip: Fines don’t just go away. Deal
with them immediately to avoid having your grades held — or
worse, having extra penalty fines piled on.
Most colleges
offer some kind
of recreational
activities to students,
often for little or
no charge. Specialinterest clubs, intramural
sports, fitness centers, game
rooms, and movie theaters let you let
off steam just a few steps from your
dorm room.

Worried about the “Freshman 15”?
Most college cafeterias now offer healthy
alternatives to give busy students a
break from burgers and pizza. Another
way to beat the bulge is to use your
campus fitness facilities. After all, you
pay to use them though you might
not realize it — they’re likely part
of the unexplained “general” fees
you shell out each semester.

Even if you team up with your best
friend from high school, living
so closely together will present
challenges ranging from conflicting
schedules to annoying quirks.
It’s important to set ground rules
for things such as cleaning, hosting
visitors, and sharing music/TV time
before you go for each other’s
throats. Good luck!
Your freshman year is prime time for
joining a college sorority or fraternity
through the Rush initiation process.
While the Greek system does stress
socializing, consider, too, the long-term
benefits it provides such as life-long
friendships and career networking.

So, when do you get to rest?
It all depends on what you did
— or didn’t — get done during
the week. Sundays may be
perfect for catching up on
your homework, chores,
errands and, if you’re
lucky, some sleep.

Perhaps the ultimate test of newfound independence revolves
around the growing pile of clothes in your closet or by your bed.
Even if you haven’t relied on your folks for years, doing laundry
at school isn’t as easy as it was at home. You’ll probably
have to vie with dozens of other students for a limited
number of washers and dryers in your dorm
or local Laundromat. Keys to winning
this battle? Make sure you
have enough quarters for the
machines — $1 a load —
and go at odd hours of the
day (or night). The upside
is that the wait between
cycles is a perfect time
for studying.
*iTunes is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc.
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Want to hear one
freshman’s first-hand
experience about the first
few weeks of college life?
Check out U-TURN’s free
weekly podcasts at the
iTunes* Music Store and
download Episode 20.
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WINNER THIS ISSUE:

Yvonne Dimagiba
age 13, California
WHY SHE WON:
Yvonne’s personal story about attending
her first-ever rock concert this summer
showcased her exceptional writing abilities,
close attention to detail, fun-loving
personality and sense of humor.
Congrats, Yvonne!
MY PASSION IN LIFE:
Is music. Not only am I a huge fan of
My Chemical Romance and lots of other
rock bands, but I also play flute.
MY FUTURE MAY BE:
As a writer. I’ve had a lot of people lately
tell me that I’m good at it. But there are a lot
of other things I want to explore, too.
You can hear Yvonne’s winning entry on U-TURN Podcast Episode 67,
downloadable free from the iTunes* Music Store.

YOU COULD WIN AN IPOD*
JUST BY LEAVING US A MESSAGE
USAA IS
SAVING PAPER.
SHARE THIS
ISSUE WITH
YOUR SIBLINGS.

What you have to do:

61428-1107

U36_24-01_Cover-101007.indd 1

Call in toll-free to U-TURN’s Podcast
Hotline at (877) 439-8763 and record
an original podcast feature story for
U-TURN’s podcast that’s no more
than five minutes long. It’s as simple
as leaving a voice message. You
could read a personal essay about
a life-changing experience, make a
commentary about the world around
you, conduct a reporter-on-the-street
interview with other teens, perform a
comedy routine, or anything else you
can imagine. If you want, you can
record it on your own and then e-mail
the audio file to us at uturn@usaa.com.

E-mail uturn@usaa.com or visit
myspace.com/usaauturn for more
details on how to create and
record your entry.

What you could win:
Apple iPod Classic 80 GB
music and video player; silver;
measures 2.4 (w) x 4.1 (l) x .41
(d) inches; weighs 4.9 ounces;
features 2.5-inch color display.

The Fine Print: No purchase necessary to enter or win. Prize is an 80 GB iPod Classic music and video
player valued at approximately $249. USAA employees and their immediate families are not eligible to enter.
Must be 13 or older to enter. Prizes are nontransferable and no cash alternatives will be offered. Taxes on prize
are the responsibility of the winner. Void where prohibited. Except where prohibited, participation in the contest
constitutes the entrant’s consent to the sponsor’s use of their name(s), likeness, biographical information,
submitted creative work, and state of residence for promotional purposes in any media without further
payment or consideration, subject to parental consent. Eligibility to enter runs from Nov. 26, 2007, through
Jan. 31, 2008. Odds of winning depend on the number of entries and relative merit of entries. Winner will
be chosen by Feb. 29, 2008. Entries will be judged based on performance/merit of entries, which is the sole
discretion of the judges. Winner of the iPod will be announced in the Summer 2008 issue and will be notified
by mail, e-mail, or phone within one week of being chosen. For a list of past winners, contact iPod Winner List,
USAA, c/o U-TURN Magazine, 9800 Fredericksburg Rd., San Antonio, TX 78288, or call (800) 531-8013. iPod
and iTunes are registered trademarks of Apple, Inc., which is not a sponsor or participant in this contest.
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